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Welcome to the July 2019 issue of the Bedford Group of the
RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders Newsletter.
First, a specially warm welcome to the new members who joined the Bedford group recently: Peter Murray, Christine
Fuller, Stephen Baker, Thomas Emmett, Melia Taylor, Martin Newbery and Nikki Brealey.
In this issue of the Newsletter the usual committee news and announcements are followed by several interesting news
items, not all of which you may agree with!


At the AGM we had the pleasure of welcoming a special guest speaker, John McCombe, who gave a most
interesting presentation on the Service for Emergency Response Volunteers (SERV). The members of SERV
carry blood samples from blood banks to the hospitals that need them, and from human milk donors to hospices
and milk banks for further distribution. All SERV members are volunteers, and pay all their own expenses. A
most worthwhile and little-known service.



This is followed by an article on the advanced use of fifth-generation (5G) data networks in factory environments
to speed up car assembly, and this in turn is followed by an article on “crash cushions” – we’ve all seen crash
cushions on our motorways, and possibly didn’t give much thought to their design to reduce the effects of
(possibly) heavy goods vehicles crashing into them – an eye-opener of an article.



Then follows another eye-opener on Smart Motorways. Highways England recently argued that the hardshoulder on many motorways isn’t necessary, thus freeing up another lane for traffic. But many people have
questioned their assumptions. What do you think?



And finally, a couple of contributions on camera-controlled cars fitted with ANPR to catch motorists who stop
illegally outside schools, and some autonomous vehicle trials in south London.

Best wishes, Ian Wade,
Newsletter Editor. newsletter@roada-bedford.org.uk

1 July 2019

All content is the opinion of the contributor or the Newsletter Editor. It is not necessarily the official view of the committee of
the Bedford Group of RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders, RoSPA or any other body or individual
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Chairman’s Chatter

Committee News

Steve Davy

Stan Jones

Firstly I would like to thank you for those who voted for me
to become Chairman at the AGM. It is an absolute
pleasure and honour for me to become Chairman after
being one of the founding members of the Group.

Here is a summary of newsworthy items from the last
committee meeting (28 May 2019).

The Group has been through many changes during this
time. At first, we grew rapidly and had many members and
in recent years became much fewer in number. Second,
we have stopped holding monthly meetings with guest
speakers because of the poor attendance at these
meetings.
Some things have however remained constant: our drive
for high standards of tuition and the difficulties in recruiting
enough officers to serve on the Committee. At present we
have a vacancy for a Training Officer. This post is
important so that we can maintain the high level of training
to new and existing tutors. It is the Training Officer’s role to
appoint new tutors and to ensure that training levels are
maintained. As you may expect the Training Officer needs
to be suitably qualified as an advanced tutor or hold a
diploma in advanced driving. If you hold these
qualifications or would be willing to train to be advanced
tutor please do not hesitate to get in touch. If you want to
know more about the role from someone who undertook
the role for several years, please do not hesitate to get in
touch with me at: chairman@roada-bedford.org.uk.
Throughout the coming year I want to see how we gain
some more vitality in to the group to ensure its continuity in
the future to continue to assist people to improve their
driving and hopefully take the advanced test. At the May
Committee meeting we had a lively discussion about this
and this will continue at the July meeting and subsequent
meetings. Stan has already had meetings with senior
officers and Bedfordshire Police and this is starting to look
like they will be able to support us. In addition we are
attending a young drivers event at Millbrook Proving
Ground in July which will enable the Group to re-engage
with local council road safety officers and look for ways to
support this young drivers event or work together in other
ways.
Until the next time, drive safely, keep cool and drink lots of
fluid (so the signs in France have been saying for the last
week!)
Steve

The AGM: The AGM this year was held on Tuesday 21
May 2019. Full minutes of the proceedings are located on
the Group’s website, at http://www.roada-bedford.org.uk.
Click on the Newsletters tab, then scroll down the page to
the link AGM Minutes 2019.
Elections: Following Andrew McGrorey standing down,
Steve Davy was elected as our new Chairman. Steve is
one of the Group’s original members and is a RoSPA
diploma holder.
Training Officer: Unfortunately we were unable to elect a
Training Officer, although there are suitably qualified
members within the Group. However two of those (Steve
Davy and Stan Jones) already have Officer positions. The
Training Officer needs to be at least an Advanced Tutor.
Training Coordinator: David Chamberlain continues in his
position as Training coordinator and is the contact between
associates and tutors.
Stan Jones (Secretary) and David Worgan (Treasurer)
were re-elected. Since the AGM Jenny Holliday has been
co-opted on to the committee.
We welcome all new members including the six from
February’s Better Driving Course.
If any members have queries regarding their training then
the initial contact is the Training Coordinator who will be
please to help. Associates are reminded that it is their
responsibility to make initial contact with the tutor.
Liaison with Police and Fire & Rescue: Following a series
of meetings Stan Jones has had with both Police and Fire
& Rescue we are advised that we now have the support of
both from top level. This is welcome as a few years ago we
had good support from both. They now work together on
Road Safety and Training, and our contact will be through
Fire & Rescue. We are looking forward to a closer liaison
leading to reciprocal support.
Better Driving Course: There were sixteen attendees on
the recent course who were welcomed by our Chairman
Andrew McGrorey. The course was led as usual by Steve
Davy (Diploma) who was supported by Stan Jones
(Advanced Tutor) and David Worgan (Tutor). Most
attended the assessment drives towards the end of the
course, and thanks go to Adrian Bailey and Martin Kidds
for their help in facilitating these and Val Jones for Meet
and Greet.
Better Driving Course fees: The fees are increasing from
£25 to £50. This is a big increase, but the first since they
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started over twenty years ago. This follows comments at
the last course on the low cost of the course and also from
outside professionals. It also reflects the fact that until the
last couple of courses we had free accommodation but
now have to pay, but we are working on this. There are no
dates yet for the next course.

“The Bloodrunners”
John McCombe
Hon President, SERV Herts & Beds
“Service by Emergency Response Volunteers” (SERV)
Herts and Beds is a registered charity. It is entirely funded
by voluntary donations, and by the generosity of the
volunteers themselves who freely give their time and fuel
to transfer blood and human milk samples on behalf of
hospitals and other organisations.

We are staffed by around 70
rider/driver volunteers who each pay
£25 to join. They receive no
remuneration, meeting all their own
fuel and servicing costs. They are
supported by 15 Controllers who take
the calls from the hospitals, assign
jobs to the riders/drivers and monitor
their progress.
All volunteers undergo route training and training in Good
Manufacturing Practice (GMP) for hospital blood
transfusion laboratories, the latter being refreshed
annually.
In addition, all motorcycle riders and car drivers take an
independent on-road assessment by a Police Class 1
assessor.
Four volunteer rider/drivers are on duty each night from
7pm to 7am and may take up to two calls during a shift,
riding or driving up to 150 miles.
Controllers work the same hours at night, and a separate
Day Controller covers 7am to 7pm, assigning available
volunteers by use of a bulk SMS texting system.
Human Donor Milk is handled by a Milk Controller using a
Web-based booking and tracking system.

John McCombe (right) receiving a donation from the Garden
Square Shopping Centre in Letchworth

In 2018 we supported the NHS by making, completely free
of charge:

We began operations in the two counties on 10 January
2009, with Bedford General Hospital as our first
"customer". We now serve most hospitals in Herts & Beds,
with Watford, and Luton & Dunstable being the latest to
make use of our service.

 Over 1700 night-time blood and sample shipments

We also provide support to three hospices and to the
HEARTS Human Donor Milk Bank at Harpenden and their
donors and Neonatal Units.

 Over 350 donor milk shipments, with our 15 daytime milk
riders covering more than 10,000 miles in the process

For more information on SERV, contact John McCombe, at
jf_mccombe@hotmail.com

All content is the opinion of the contributor or the Newsletter Editor. It is not necessarily the official view of the committee of the Bedford
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e.GO showcases 5G manufacturing plant

Crash Cushions

Electric micro-car company, e.GO, is showcasing 5Gpowered manufacturing in action at its Aachen factory
complex.

Blakedale Ltd

At e.GO’s Factory 1, where the e.GO Life model is
manufactured, Vodafone has deployed a private network,
incorporating 5G Core and 5G New Radio solutions
from Ericsson’s 5G Platform. The network provides secure
and almost real-time data networking across the
production chain, covering digital material management,
autonomous vehicle control and more.
Günther Schuh, CEO, e.GO Mobile AG, says the key
benefits of the using the 5G private network are increased
assembly speed and greater reliability as well as better
oversight through constant access to production
information.
Industry 4.0
Schuh said the plant is now a “true…Industry 4.0 factory,”
being fully networked and using connectivity to link the
physical and digital.
The network makes use of 36 antennas across the 8500
square-metre facility and uses 5G technologies including
network slicing and mobile edge computing. The partners
say the network delivers “gigabit bandwidth” and latency of
just a few milliseconds.
Thanks to the connectivity, production materials are
automatically identified and delivered to each car at the
correct point in the assembly process. Instead of the cars
travelling along a production line, as they do in a traditional
manufacturing environment, autonomous vehicles move
them along the stations to speed up the process.
In future, e.GO plans to use autonomous forklift trucks and
small trains to move materials between the warehouse and
the production hall.
More information at: https://5g.co.uk/newsletter/

Safety of the workforce and general public is paramount
in today’s traffic management environment. The
Blakedale Crash Cushion Vehicle (also known as an
Impact Protection Vehicle or IPV) is designed to protect
the workforce in the event of a vehicle impact.

All of our Crash Cushions are fully approved to
NCHRP350 level 3 and the 3-51 UK test at 110kph
(70mph).
All vehicles come complete with a bespoke traffic
management body which includes, sign rack, illuminated
cone wells, handrails, anti-slip flooring and under body
storage.
In addition they are all fitted with reverse alarms, reverse
cameras, work lights, warning alarms and high
specification lighting.
New vehicles produced post 2014 have been fitted with
LED lighting, side scan and vehicle- turning- left warning
systems. New body upgrades include bigger under body
storage areas, additional load lock bars and dividers in
the sign rack.
All vehicles are fitted with a vertical lift light arrow board
which allows much needed additional storage space to
be utilised at the rear of the body.
Although the majority of Blakedale Crash Cushions are
fitted to 18 or 26 tonne vehicles with traffic management
bodies, we also offer dedicated short wheel base Impact
Protection Vehicles.
Recently (March 2019), Blakedale introduced a new
crash cushion to the UK with the Scorpion II. The launch
of this revolutionary crash cushion was made possible by
Blakedale's transatlantic partnership with TrafFix Devices
Inc.
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The truck-mounted attenuator (TMA), also known as a
crash cushion, is a key feature of Impact Protection
Vehicles (IPVs), providing vital protection to both road
maintenance crews and the public on motorways and highspeed dual carriageways. The Scorpion II is the first MASH
(Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware) approved TMA
from the US and is also TD49/07 (110kph) approved in the
UK, making it one of the safest and most reliable Crash
Cushions in the world.

Verdegro TMA 100 and Blade, Safe-Stop 90 and Scorpion
II – in the UK market.

Smart Motorways
Rob Hull, thisismoney.co.uk, 1 July 2019
Motorways are safer without hard shoulders, according to
those in charge of England's busy road network – despite
motoring groups and emergency services staff criticising
all-lane-running (ALR) smart motorways.
Matt Pates, the East Midlands regional traffic operations
manager for Highways England, said hard shoulders were
not a “hospitable” place for drivers to be and smart
motorways were “as safe, if not safer” without them.
That's despite recent cases of motorists being killed on
sections of smart motorway, vehicle recovery operators
stating that it puts their breakdown technicians in danger,
and police and ambulance services complaining they make
it more difficult for them to attend emergencies.
Mr Pates was talking to the BBC as part of a new feature
looking into smart motorways and how they work.

The Scorpion II Truck Mounted Attenuator (Crash Cushion)

"We're proud to introduce the Scorpion II to the UK market.
We know this revolutionary crash cushion will help to
safeguard the lives of both traffic management workers as
they operate in challenging, busy environments and
motorists as they travel on the UK’s road network." says
Richard Smith, Joint Managing Director of Blakedale.
Professionals involved in the highways sector had the
opportunity to see the Scorpion II TMA for the first time
when it is showcased at the Traffex Road Expo NEC
(2-4 April 2019) alongside other vehicles from the
Blakedale fleet.

He said the need for hard shoulders had become
redundant because modern cars are now fitted with
technology that warns the driver when they're about to
break down, giving them plenty of time to take action and
exit a motorway.
He also argued that vehicles are more reliable today than
ever before and the chances of suffering a reliability issue
are at an all-time low.

The Scorpion II TMA consists of strut and cartridge
sections that are linked together on a support frame. This
open cartridge design reduces wind resistance and
increases fuel efficiency when deployed on the job site and
when traveling at highway speeds. Each energy absorbing
cushion has an aluminium honeycomb core that is
enclosed by an aluminium powder coated box module that
provides maximum durability and longevity.
When impacted, the Scorpion's modular design crushes in
progressive stages, which reduces the impact forces on
the vehicle's occupants and results in lower repair costs
and easy parts replacement. The curved side rails are
made from corrosion resistant aluminium tubes and offer
full width impact protection along the entire length of the
Scorpion II by safely redirecting the impacting vehicle away
from the rear of the truck.
With this addition to their fleet Blakedale now installs, sells,
hires and services all the major Crash Cushions – the

Highways England said All Lane Running smart motorways
are safer than those with hard shoulders – but motoring
organisations and emergency services staff disagree

All-lane-running is just one of three smart motorway
categories; however, it's the only one where there are large
sections without a hard shoulder and is causing the most
concern.
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Instead of a permanent hard shoulder, existing ALR smart
motorways have “emergency refuge areas” every 1.55
miles (2.5km), which some organisations say is not
enough.
AA president Edmund King previously argued: “Improving
capacity and easing congestion on our motorways is key
for the economy, but not at the expense of safety. The gap
between emergency refuge areas has been a major
concern.”
Emergency services also argue that it is more difficult to
attend call outs as there is no hard shoulder for them to
pass traffic affected by the issue they're going to.
Concerns have grown following the death of two drivers in
six months on the same section of all-lane-running smart
motorway.
Highways England reacted to ongoing calls for a better
system by announcing that these short – usually less than
100 metres long – refuge areas would be installed every
one mile - where applicable – for new projects.
And it isn't just ALR sections that have no immediate safe
place to pull-over.
Dynamic hard shoulder (DHS) smart motorways – which
have variable speed limits and a hard shoulder that can be
turned into a fourth lane when congestion levels are high –
are also without a permanent emergency lane during peak
hours.
As a result, approximately 113 miles of motorway in
England currently have no hard shoulder and around 400
miles in total have been converted to smart motorways.

Concerns regarding the safety of smart motorways were
heightened by two deaths that took place on the same
section of ALR motorway on the M1 in Derbyshire.
In March, 83-year-old Derek Jacobs died after his van
came to a halt – 'possibly due to a mechanical problem',
police said – on a section or motorway without a hard
shoulder.

Just six months earlier a woman was killed after a
breakdown on the very same stretch of road.
Emergency services staff and vehicle recovery mechanics
have also been critical of smart motorways, saying they
can make it difficult for them to respond to urgent calls and
conduct their jobs safely.
PC Stuart King from the motorway police said in a BBC
interview: “We have to force our way through the small
gaps between lorries, cars and whereas before we would
use the hard shoulder to get there much quicker. We are
now stuck.”
Dave Poole, a motorway recovery mechanic said the
removal of hard shoulders puts him and fellow breakdown
service providers at risk.
“[For] people that have to go down and work on the
motorways, that’s where the element of risk increases,' he
said.
“There’s no consequence to the general public unless a
member of the public’s vehicle has a catastrophic failure,
the electrics go and they have to abandon it in what is
potentially a live lane.
“We’re the people that are at risk everyday and the longer
we’re down there, the more at risk we are. By taking this
away they’re actually risking more lives.”
While Mr Pates defended the use of smart motorways, he
also revealed to the BBC that a technical glitch last month
caused huge disruption for motorists. The system
automatically closed three lanes on a stretch of motorway
between Leicester and Nottingham for no reason, causing
a huge jam for miles.

Highways England said a recent glitch in its system
caused three lanes on a stretch of motorway between
Leicester and Nottingham to close for no reason, causing a
huge jam for miles

Mr Pates said Highways England was unable to override
the computer system, which would not reopen the lanes.
Highways England said cases of technical glitches were
“extremely rare”.
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As of last month drivers who ignore lane closure warning
signs on smart motorways in England will be issued with
automatic £100 fines and penalty points.
A closed lane on smart motorway is indicated by a 'Red X'
displayed on an electronic overhead gantry and instructs
motorists to move to another lane that's running normally
to avoid an incident ahead.
A recent survey suggests more than a fifth of drivers have
been ignoring closed lane warnings until now, which is one
of the reasons for the introduction of penalties confirmed
by the Home Office.

Camera car to enforce parking restrictions at
Leicester schools
Road Safety GB, 18 June 2019
Fitted with automatic number plate recognition (ANPR)
technology, the car will provide evidence to fine anyone
caught stopping on “School Keep Clear” markings between
8am-5pm from Monday to Friday.
At present, civil enforcement officers working for the city
council can issue offenders with fixed penalty notices for
stopping on the yellow zigzag markings.
However, as it can take officers several minutes to capture
evidence, the council says offenders have been known to
evade the fine by driving away before the ticket has been
printed.

“We’ve been upgrading the signs and refreshing the road
markings outside more than 20 city schools so that we can
use the camera car to enforce the “no stopping” restrictions
that are not always respected by drivers.
“Motorists who stop on the zigzag lines, but drive off when
they see one of our enforcement officers, won’t get away
with that when the camera car is in use – now that ANPR
evidence can be used to enforce the restrictions.”
Reducing speeds near schools and pedestrian
crossings
Leicester City Council has also installed vehicle-activated
safety signs on parts of the city’s road network to reduce
traffic speeds near schools, pedestrian crossings, sharp
bends and known accident sites.
The work has been carried out as part of a city-wide speed
reduction and road safety programme – and the first seven
signs were installed earlier this month.
The vehicle activated signs are connected to a central
monitoring system, which will monitor their effect on traffic
speeds.
Peter Soulsby, Leicester city mayor, said: “These initial
seven signs are the result of us working closely with ward
councillors to identify persistent problems, and in some
cases responding to petitions demanding action to tackle
speeding traffic.
“The sites involved in this first phase are where we think
vehicle-activated signs could be very effective in warning
drivers of particular dangers, and the need to slow down.”

Autonomous vehicle trials ‘represent
significant milestone’
Road Safety GB, 25 June 2019
For the past 10 months, TRL has been working alongside
the specialist autonomous transport consultancy FiveAI on
the StreetWise Project – gathering data in the two London
boroughs of Croydon and Bromley.

Leicester City Council has stepped up efforts to keep
children safe on the school run through the introduction of a
new camera car to enforce parking restrictions

The camera car – leased from Nottingham City Council –
will patrol 24 schools on a regular basis and made its first
appearance earlier this month.
Cllr Kirk Master, assistant city mayor for neighbourhoods,
said: “This is just one of a range of measures we’re taking
to keep children safe on their way to and from school.

The trial is designed to enable FiveAI to gain a
“comprehensive understanding” of the road environment
and the behaviour of all road users including drivers,
cyclists and pedestrians. The next phase of the project –
supervised trials of FiveAI’s automated vehicles, on public
roads – is set to commence imminently.
Complex urban environment
TRL says the selected routes comprise one of the most
complex urban environments ever used for Connected and
Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) testing, and represent a
significant milestone for the CAV sector in the UK.
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Trials of autonomous vehicles taking place in London will
help shape future testing by using the ‘most complex routes
ever recorded’ – according to TRL

David Hynd, chief scientist for TRL, said: “Automated
vehicles represent the future of transport and have the
potential to deliver tangible, wide-reaching benefits in
relation to reduced congestion, faster and cheaper
commutes, fewer collisions and cleaner air.
“We’re very excited about entering this phase of the
project, as testing on public roads in real-world
environments is an essential stage in the development of
automated driving systems.
“The test routes in the London boroughs of Croydon and
Bromley represent some of the most complex urban
environments ever used for CAV trials. The sophisticated
safety case that underpins testing on public roads and
makes insurance possible, will be used to shape and
assure safety for future CAV initiatives.

With entertainment throughout the day including a vintage
fun fair, big wheel, air displays and crazy golf, all at no
extra cost, this is a great way to spend a summer’s day
and discover the finest motors from years gone by.
For more details, go to:
https://www.virginexperiencedays.co.uk/silverstoneclassic-general-admission-tickets-for-two-sunday

Tailpipe
From RoSPA Facebook, 8 April 2019

Likewise, the corresponding virtual validation methodology
we’ve created for StreetWise vehicles, which marks an
industry first, will form the template for CAV safety
standards and certification on a global scale.”

A Classic Day Out at Silverstone
Treat yourself (and a friend) to the annual classic day out
at Silverstone on Sunday 28 July 2019.
The world’s biggest classic motor racing festival, the
Classic features over 1000 cars over 20 incredible races
across the weekend, all at the home of British motorsport.
With your general admission ticket, you’ll have great views
of all the day’s racing action – from the vantage point of the
covered grandstand seating, with access to both the
National and International Paddocks. You’ll also be able to
check out around 10,000 privately owned classic cars on
display.

“Sorry mate, I didn’t see you ….”
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